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The Future Development of the European Casino Industry

• Current Structure
– Old Europe
– New Europe

• Changing Landscape
• New Structure
• How?
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The Future Development of the European Casino Industry

• Current Structure - Old Europe
– Small casinos
– Mainly table games, few slot machines
– High taxes (used to control gaming supply)
– Limited number of licenses
– State monopolies
– Regulatory burden
– Advertising bans



The Future Development of the European Casino Industry

• Current Structure - New Europe
– Relatively low taxes
– Little or no regulatory burden
– Concessions or no barriers to entry

• Organised crime?



The Future Development of the European Casino Industry

• Changing Landscape
– Fiscal Pressure on Governments
– EU Competition Law



The Future Development of the European Casino Industry

• New Structure
– Large scale regional or destination resorts
– High investment
– Generates tourism
– Local employment
– Economic regeneration

– But this needs…….low taxes and a stable regulatory environment

– Governments want the benefits but …..
• are afraid of potential for negative backlash 
• do not want a reduction in tax revenue



The Future Development of the European Casino Industry

• Why do Governments see the need to control gaming supply?
– Harmful to resident population

• But there is a growing body of evidence that an increase in gambling 
supply does not have to mean an increase in problem gambling



The Future Development of the European Casino Industry

• How do we get there?
– Demonstrate economic case
– The industry needs to prove it is socially responsible

• Responsible gambling programs
• Under age gambling
• Advertising and marketing
• Commitment to its employees 
• Commitment to the community
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The Future of Gambling

Presentation to EASG
By Prof Peter Collins
University of Salford
Olympia, Jan 2007



OUTLINE

• Prediction in the world of things and the 
world of persons

• Determinants of the future of gambling
• Possible developments in psychology
• Possible developments in technology
• Possible developments in politics
• Implications for the future of gambling
• Specifically European Considerations



Predicting the Future in the Natural 
and Human Sciences

• All prediction aspires to an understanding of how forces 
of various kinds interact in relevantly unchanging 
environments and how they are likely to interact 
differently in new changed environments, i.e. how things 
work.

• Natural sciences deal with “ things” (like asteroids, 
atoms) i.e. phenomena whose behaviour is determined 
by forces which are purely physical (i.e. lacking in 
consciousness, e.g. gravity, entropy)

• Human sciences deal with persons (individuals and 
groups) whose behaviour is determined by the contents 
of consciousness such as beliefs, understandings, 
desires and decisions



Predicting the Future of Gambling

• Obviously  mainly a matter of human science but some 
natural science: neuroscience and evolution: some facts 
about how human beings will perceive their interests and 
opportunities which are “hard-wired”

• Mostly about choices made by individuals and groups 
with different interests 

• Requires identification of principal determinants of 
gambling behaviour

• Construction of scenarios about how these may change 
in ways which affect the future of gambling

• Judgement rather than calculation in assessing the 
comparative likelihood of different scenarios



Determinants of the Future of 
Gambling 

• What happens to the world
• What happens to economies 
• Decisions about the best way to pursue: 

- pleasure by individuals
- profits by businesspeople 
- power by politicians

• How culture develops (i.e. the beliefs and values 
which shape individual and communal lives)



Psychology
• Our brains have evolved so that we get pleasure out of engaging in 

activities which enhance our survival and reproductive capacities even 
when the activities involved contain substantial unpleasantness.

• Playing games generally promotes competitiveness, cunning, strength, etc 
even thiough they are also often exhausting, painful, and involve the risk of 
losing

• Gambling (playing games for money) spices this  up – intensifies the 
pleasure of winning and the pain of losing and teaches us how to enjoy or 
endure both (Kipling)

• But amounts and types of games and  gambling vary amongst individuals 
and cultures, according to needs, tastes, opportunities and values - like 
foods

• A minority of gamblers have a neurophysiological disorder which causes 
them to gamble compulsively and excessively 

• This neurophysiological disorder can in principle be cured 
pharmacologically

• But NB probably 4 times as many people get into serious trouble gambling 
because they don’t know what they are doing



Implications for Gambling

• Gambling is here to stay but

• Problem gambling may not be

• Where would the debate be if problem gambling 
were no longer an issue? 

• And we could greatly intensify the pleasure of 
gambling artificially (as with amyl-nitrate)



Gambling Technology/Know-how,

• Games get more complex and sophisticated: more 
things to bet on, more types of bet,: e.g. computer 
games tournaments with side betting

• Delivery systems get more complex and sophisticated: 
server-based gambling; integrated portable and 
domestic communicatinos systems; integrated gambling 
emporia (cp internet cafes

• Marketing gets more complex and sophisticated: loyalty 
programmes, pills, subliminal advertising etc



Implications for Gambling

• More home and hand-held gambling
• But not no “going out” gambling
• More gambling
• More skill-based gambling 
• More competition
• Lower profit margins
• Cp Movies



Politics

• The Democratic Continuum: 
Prohibitionism to permissivism (cp sex)

• Could move in either direction (cp Nelson 
Rose)

• Based on moral intuitions about threats to 
society which contain which may be 
imaginary or diminishing 



Implications for gambling
• Presently a state of hysteria, based on existential “bad faith” (Sartre) i.e. 

self-deception, rationalised self-interest and appeals to the basest elements 
in human nature, e.g. the relishing of disasters which will happen to others; 
moral self-congratulation; revelling in the humiliation esp of those in 
authority

• Democracy might get stupider and nastier and support a new puritanism, 
including anti-gambling laws

• If Prob Gam dispappears from agenda, then the debate will be purely 
ethical between moral puritans and moral liberals

• Morality is on the side of the liberals: (Kant) Paternalism is the worst form of 
tyranny: not to treat people as if they were the best judges of their own 
interests – even when they are not – is to fail to treat them with the respect 
and dignity due to autonomous human beings possessed of freedom to 
make choices.

• Not only do the anti gamblers not have a monopoly of virtue: their position is 
morally indefensible and this is so whether ethics are based on secular 
humanist values or on a coherent belief in a creator God who has created 
us with free will.



Coda on Europe
• What ought to happen: Common laws on gambling irt problem 

gambling and taxation, local option about types and quantities of 
gambling permitted, with no discrimination permitted on grounds of 
nationality

• What will happen: EU will continue to exhibit the worst features of 
democratic government without being a democracy and will remain 
a federation of competing, self-interested nationalist states united 
only in their hostility to America and their determination to continue 
to exploit the developing world through protectionist trade laws

• Gambling in Europe will remain a shambles for the foreseeable 
future in which only the lawyers and Eurocrats will prosper and 
gambling comaanies must simply seize opportunities as they 
haphazardly arise  
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How would you « Design » your « New » strategy ? 
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Are there any explanations for the 
phenomenon of addiction? 

• Two theories:

–PSYCHOLOGICAL

Freudian theory

–PHYSIOLOGICAL 

Norepinephrine theory



1.  The Frontal Cortex
(zone associated with pleasure) 
triggers the gambler’s decision

2.  The Hypothalamus
(zone associated with pleasure) 
cultivates the pleasure of 
gambling and maintains desire

3.  The brain stem
keeps the mind alert and attention 
focused

4. Norepinephrine
This molecule provides the link between the frontal cortex, 
hypothalamus and brain stem. It is transmitted by neurons and its 
release is controlled by nerve impulses. The greater the gambler’s 
passion becomes, the greater the amount of norepinephrine consumed 
by the brain. The depleted store of molecules is then replenished, 
which has the effect of maintaining the gambler’s craving and thus 
inducing him to keep on playing..

..
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..
..

..
.. .

. . .
.

.
.

.

Postsynaptic
neuron

Presynaptic
neuron

When a gambler runs short of norepinephrine, all his desire and inspiration ebb 
away, as this is the molecule that triggers the passion for gambling in the brain. 
The faster it is consumed, the greater the addiction to gambling becomes.



And recently …
Pathological gamblers have been found to have 
unusually low levels of monoamine oxidase, which
reflects the amount of serotonergic activity. This has 
stimulated research in the field of genetics (DRD2 Taq
A1 gene polymorphism) and led scientists to suggest that
there may be a « common biological predisposition » to 
gambling, drug and alcoohol addiction.

Hence the introduction of two new forms of treatment:
Serotonin reuptake inhibitors

Behavioral therapies



World of entertainment
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VisitorsVisitors x K = GGRx K = GGR

Las Vegas
From 1982 to 1996
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Components of a game ? 



The Different Forms of Gaming

AGON

MIMICRY

ILINX

ALEA



1. Agon or Competition…. which we find in tennis, boxing, pool, etc
2. Mimicry or Enactment…. to the forefront in role play, fancy-dress outfits, etc.
3. Ilinx or Vertigo…. the basis of fairground rides, bungee jumping, etc.
4. Alea or Chance…. the essential basis of roulette, slot machines, blackjack, etc.



Motivations shown by players

CASINOS

Social
recognition

Snobbery,
fashion

Symbol 
of success

Taste for gaming

New gaming and
leisure culture

Lure of gain
Think & Do
International
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•Architectural perception and interior design
•Perception of marketing messages
•Feelings about the welcome from “front” staff 
•Degree of customer intimacy delivered by the staff
•….

•Budget prioritization in relation to all the other 
tempting opportunities for fun and entertainment

•Improvements to the individual’s cumulative 
memory

The conscious/unconscious transformation taking place 
in the leisure world in general and the casino industry in 
particular



In addition to the religious and 
philosophical disincentives, …

the number one reason for people
not going to a casino today in 

Europe
is quite simply that

they last went not so very long ago !

We so-called entertainers are seen as 
thieves and our casinos as temples of 

boredom

NEW  IN
  2

00
0 !

The h
idden

su
rve

y !



Many sectors of the entertainment world
are also having to undergo rapid and ongoing change

• After becoming first resorts, then accessible destinations, “hotels” are 
now simply convenience goods

• Cinemas have become multiplexes and films have become isolated,
permanent realities

• Museums and art galleries are spaces of cultural expression with a high 
technology content



guggenheim-bilbao

Centre Pompidou-Metz

Beijing 2008

Enhanced customer 
experience

Ad-supported architectural 
vehicle

Conceptualized content

Entertainment …
and Financial support

http://www.centrepompidou-metz.com/site/fr/nav/accueil


Both enhancement and the notion of values have changed
and will continue to change - over time.

Towards the end of the 20th century

Isolated value => functional and financial

End of the 20th century

Regular value => conceptual, psychological and emotional

Early 21st century

Ongoing value => first land-based, then virtual, then land-based, 
then virtual …… individual and tribal

Customer value enhancement protocols



Los Angeles – Miami – Paris – London – New York – Berlin 
– Amsterdam – Rome – Milan – Dubaï – Macau …

Customer value enhancement protocols

http://www.delano-hotel.com/ss19.html
http://www.delano-hotel.com/ss15.html


Customer value 
enhancement protocols

&
The Strategical Impact

€

http://www.delano-hotel.com/ss15.html


Both enhancement and the notion of values have changed
and will continue to change - over time

Towards the end of the 20th century

Isolated value => functional and financial

End of the 20th century

Regular value => conceptual, psychological and emotional

Early 21st century

Ongoing value => first land-based, then virtual, then land-based, 
then virtual …… individual and tribal

Customer value enhancement protocols



“Technical” solutions 
offered by a customer loyalty club & website

Your 
Casino

Casino B

Casino A

Casino 
C

Think & Do
International



EncouragingEncouraging all all customerscustomers to to 
consume more and "consume more and "betterbetter""

Objectives of a Casino Club No. 1Objectives of a Casino Club No. 1Think & Do
International

On Line
Tracking
System



Fq - - - Fq +++

$$$

- $
Rôle

Mkg ---

Rôle Mkg
+++

Preventing rivals from winning over Preventing rivals from winning over 
our customersour customers

Objectives of a Casino Club No. 1Objectives of a Casino Club No. 1Think & Do
International

3D loyalty strategic approach



Encouraging higher and "better" Encouraging higher and "better" 
consumptionconsumption

Objectives of a Casino Club No. 2Objectives of a Casino Club No. 2Think & Do
International

Even when they are back home 

Gaming Web Site

My Casino . com

Even when they are back home 



WinningWinning over over itsits rivalsrivals ’’ best best 
customerscustomers

Objectives of a Casino Club No 2Objectives of a Casino Club No 2Think & Do
International

100% Pay Back 
Slots on line .com

High Roller Gaming Web Site



Encouraging higher and "better" Encouraging higher and "better" 
consumptionconsumption

Objectives of a Casino Club No 2Objectives of a Casino Club No 2Think & Do
International

Even when they are back home 

Gaming Web Site

On Line Only

F&B Club Offers

Even when they !are back home … ask them to come back right away



…Think & Do
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The Sustainable Development

&

The Politically Correct



Some groups and organizations representing casino directors have
already declared their commitment to conducting their businesses in 
accordance with what they regard as two key requirements:
1/ Absolute compliance with all the rules and regulations in force in their 
country
2/ Adherence to a strict code of ethics in order to safeguard the legitimate
interests of their customers, as well as the future of their profession

… but some operators have realized that they need to go one step further
and « take on board new ideas about sustainable development » …

As the King Baldwin Foundation of Belgium reminds us: 
« at the level of individual companies, sustainable development consists 
in systematically applying a strategy whereby corporate policy takes 
economic, environmental and social impacts into account… »

…………….  1990

…………….  2010



In one of its reports (Commission for Sustainable Development – Sustainable
development of Tourism – April 30th/May 2nd 2001), the United Nations 

declares that:

« Tourism, a sector that includes a wide range of economic activities, is
now regarded as the world’s largest industry… »

« With nearly 1.6 billion tourists visiting foreign countries  by the year 2020, 
this will further increase the pressure on the natural, cultural and 

socioeconomic environments of popular destinations. More intensified efforts 
to address sustainability in tourism are required. »

« Integrated and environmentally and culturally conscious tourism
planning should be developed to make tourism compatible with the 
conservation of major ecosystems and with the preservation of the 

historical and cultural heritage. »



The contribution and/or vital role of casinos
in the preservation of our architectural heritage

In Europe

Aix-les-Bains 1848

Chamonix 1848

Divonne-les-Bains 1900

Evian 1900

Deauville 1912

Bad Homburg, Monaco, Wiesbaden, Breda, 
Granville, Biarritz, Perelada, Trouville/Mer, 
Cabourg, Enghien-les-Bains, ...

Montreux

La Baule



Belgium’s example
The 2000/2004 Federal Plan for Sustainable Development

«Part 2: Federal Policies targeting the economic, social and environmental
components of sustainable development »

Campaigns to change Modes of Consumption – Production

« Invitations to bid for public procurement contracts for services or civil 
engineering: the authorities can encourage the inclusion of environmental and

social specifications in these invitations to bid, forcing bidders … »

Campaigns to fight Poverty and Social Exclusion / Excessive Debt and to promote Environmental Health:

« … all social and economic policy measures must focus
on the prevention of poverty, or at least avoid any worsening

of current levels of poverty … »
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Geographical Financial

Accessibility

Content & Cultural 
Expression

Emotional
Experience

A B

C D

A – Occasional introduction of urban concepts regarded by experts in these sectors as financially and 
commercially “unsuited” to their catchment area
B – Profit margin on slots + drive to win customers = diversified, original and affordable concepts
C – Maintaining an active and diversified artistic fabric close to the homes of people living in non-urban
areas in spite of an insuficient customer base and major financial deficits
D – Taking on direct or indirect responsibility for the renovation and running of cultural facilities such as 
movie theaters, theaters and multipurpose halls integrated into casinos



The 1st 
Marketing Tool 
is the product !



· All over Europe, easy access and the availability 
of parking spaces have become one of the key factors in 
the choice of a casino – just as important as the size of 
the progressive jackpots to be won.

A lesson to be learned from the local cinema that 
has now become an out-of-town multiplex, and the town-
centre boutique that has just become a regional outlet 
store.



F&B

General logic behind the overall division of space

Think & Do
International



PLAN DU MIRAGE
THE LOGIC BEHIND THE MIRAGE

… against Caesars Palace



Inventory of strong points           Land-based concepts        Virtual concepts  
Earn money (2) x
Experience strong sensations (1) x x
Depart from society’s norms (1) x x
Assert oneself, exist
Control x
Decide
Change one’s identity (3) x
Escape (3) x
Satisfy a taste for risk, vertigo
Satisfy a taste for mystery
Punish oneself
Shine (3) x
Socialize x
Win
Have fun (1) x x



1. Provision of a level of consumer comfort that is far above that which they
experience in their own homes.
2. Integration of a grandiose character which cannot be imitated on a
computer screen.
3. Qualitative management of sound and light and permanent simultaneous
appeals to all five senses (sight, hearing, touch, etc.) - an objective that simulators and
virtual sites can only achieve today if they force their customers to buy expensive
equipment.
4. Creation or development of scenarios where there are parts for everyone
to play, including customers - winners and losers alike - and the general public.
5. Revision of promotional schemes, in order to systematically transform
complimentaries and free gifts into prizes to which customers are entitled if they play
certain games or regularly purchase games, etc., to counter loyalty programs
implemented by virtual sites which will have to offer tangible, land-based elements
sooner or later if they wish to stimulate the growth of their market share.
6. Reduce investment and pointless spending in order to increase winnings
for gamblers, in order to counter the low level of structural costs incurred by virtual
concepts.
Etc.



The systematic comparison of investments by land-based casinos 
and their equivalent in the field of home entertainment equipment 

could well determine the outcome of the land-based vs. virtual 
battle.

The checklist for assessing your strengths is extremely long :

0- Attractiveness of the setting ( On-line Casinos = restricted to the 
attractiveness of the Website and in just two dimensions )

0- Size of potential wins ( Land Based Casinos = necessarily 
limited, due to high operating costs )

0- Technological quality ( On-line Casinos = strengths and 
weaknesses of the Internet) and ( Land Based Casinos = total 
control over all the elements that can host the technology and have 
an impact on the customer’s experience (music, seats, mini bars, air 
quality, temperature, robotics, etc. ))

0- ………



The profit & the 
emotions come 

from
the Slots !



R1 R2 R3 10 1 20 1

1 SE SE SE 1 500 0 2 0 2

2 OR OR OR 2 0 1 3 2 3

3 PL OR OR 3 70 0 4 0 4

4 PL PL PL 4 0 2 5 4 5

5 PL PL PL 5 200 10 6 20 6

6 CH PL PL 6 0 3 7 6 7

7 CH CH CH 7 30 0 8 0 8

8 CH CH CH 8 0 3 9 6 9

9 CH CH CH 800 800 0 10 0 10

10 CH CH CH 5 11 10 11
0

R1 R2 R3 HITS PULLS MIN 
PAYS

MAX 
PAYS

MIN 
COINS 
OUT

MAX 
COINS 
OUT

50
12

100
12

SE 1 1 1 1 1000,00 40 100 40 100 0 13 0 13

BA 0 0 0 0 0,00 0 0 0 0 1 14 2 14

OR 1 2 2 4 20 40 80 160 0 15 0 15

PL 3 3 3 27 10 20 270 540 10 16 20 16

CH 5 4 4 80 3 6 240 480 0 17 0 17

CH CH X 5 4 6 120 1 2 120 240 1 18 2 18

CH X CH 5 6 4 120 1 2 120 240 0 19 0 19

X CH CH 5 4 4 80 1 2 80 160 10 20 20 20

43% 2,31 95,0% 96,0% 106 106,306 212 212,613

5,32 10,63

THE   FUNNY   FRUITS

3,13

9,01

1
FREE 

THE   FUNNY   FRUITS

The BORING SLOT … has to become …
…. a TAILOR MADE EMOTIONAL PRODUCT



The “10 CARD POKER” … could become …
…. a “5 CARD" EMOTIONAL PRODUCT

Comb. Hits Parties Pays Coins Out
Flush Royale 4                    649 740       100 000        400 000           
Straight Flush 36                   72 193         5 000           180 000           
Carré 624                 4 165           300              187 200           
Full 3 744              694              100              374 400           
Flush 5 108              509              60                306 480           
Straight 10 200            255              30                306 000           
Brelan 54 912            47               6                  329 472           
Two Pairs 123 552           21               3                  370 656           
Pair 1 098 240        2                 -                -                   

Hit Fq 7,63% Coins Out 2 454 208        
Win Fq 13,11 Tx Retour 94,43%



• O The size of the highest jackpot will have a direct impact on your 
catchment area share.

• O Showcasing your jackpots both inside and outside your casino will 
give you a competitive edge over online gambling.

• O A high jackpot hit frequency will provide a wealth of opportunities for 
enhancing customer value and gathering invaluable information about 
your customers and their gambling habits.

All experiences just go to show that the introduction 
of fine-grained, targeted strategic protocols for 

progressive jackpots is one of the cornerstones of 
current and future casino development.
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1€ Slot Machines => 1,7 € & 2.1 € in/pull
Increament = 1% … 5 slots … 2400 pulls/day …

Example ! …. Good Luck !!!
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Mapping of the Hit Frequency and Volatility

Stable Volatile

Rare

Frequent

RiskPosition

AnimationRelay

What type of 
Jackpot do you 

need ?



The « multidimension » JP
strategy

Stable

Small Amount

High Amount

Volatile

Rare

Frequent



Devising a
comprehensive

casino
development 

strategy 



Virtual Land 
Based

Profit

Losses
Social

Individual

It is « War time » … there is NOT enough room for all of you !



Preamble no.1 :

WHY DRAW ON
SUCH WIDELY-

DIFFERING 
STRATEGIES?

Think & Do
International



• Fundamental change in power = 
unlimited power of destruction

• Will = stated readiness to use it in 
the event of a threat

• Knowledge = awareness of the 
change brought about by bringing
nuclear weapons into the equation

The nuclear deterrent :
the principles that cannot be 
applied



Using the principle of deterrence against 
casino rivals

• Key objectives :

– “Making the unthinkable plausible” = highlighting the
risk

– “Using the threat to prevent war” = using the pressure 
of potential acts

– “Conducting limited dissuasive interventions” = acting 
in order to prevent the continuation or development of 
actions likely to lead to war

Think & Do
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Application :

Taking a stance in terms of 
marketing, architecture, 
logistics and emotions
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Example 1 of 
how it can be 
applied to a 

casino

One 100% slot and possibly even 2 !
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Example 2
of how it can 
be applied to 

a casino

Think & Do
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Marketing Budget (30.000 €) used last 
year for a non strategic action …

… the Gaming « Belle Epoque Café »
( 20.000 guests per year )

1/ Ask my chef to elaborate a Special 
Menu => Food Cost = 5€ average

2/ Identify the target on which I want to 
use my « Nuclear » power

3/ Ask my mkg assistant to propose a 
« rumour » campaign = no cost

4/ On what day do you want to « kill »
competition ( Casino / TV / Rest )

5/ 30.000€ / 50 weeks = 600 € per week 
… 100/120 invited guests / Friday …

Just do it … it is not too late !

Eat for Free ! … our Special Friday Menu



Strategy :
• At the end of the day, it all comes 

down to combining ambition with 
realism, seeking to strike the best 
possible balance between the two



Ambition > Realism
• Utopia, illusion : resources don’t match 

up to ambitions

Ambition < Realism
• Pusillanimity, fear of risk : resources

are underused



Let’s make a list of all the
resources available in casinos:

• Floor space

• Ceiling height

• Façade

• External surfaces

• Height of building

• Number of employees

• Back/front office investment

• Marketing budget



Importance of an overall 
strategy :

• A narrow focus on immediate problems 
reduces it to the level of an operational 
strategy

Every casino, regardless of its size, must 
have an overall strategy, as that is the
only way of creating synergy between
different operational decisions and
sustaining a truly consistent approach.
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Turning words into actions :

• This always involves an element of risk
and therefore takes courage

• The organization must be injected with 
new dynamism by motivating staff and 
overcoming  difficulties (unnecessary 
complexity, inertia, doubts, friction).

NB : There is always room for a little self-
improvement, too !
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Of course!

THE CRUCIAL 
INTELLECTUAL PHASE !
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YouYou saidsaid …… «« InnovationInnovation »» ??

ExampleExample 1 : 1 : «« Conception of a marketing Conception of a marketing «« tooltool »»
justifiedjustified psychologicalypsychologicaly et et budgetedbudgeted

When the player When the player & & the the croupier croupier win win a BJa BJ »»
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Double BlackDouble Black--Jack = 1 Dom Jack = 1 Dom PerignonPerignon
2.000 2.000 «« handshands »» per day per day ……what cost what cost ??

Nombre de 
jeux de cartes Joueur Donneur Hors Décimale 

Double BJ

Décimales 
comprises
Double BJ

1 0,0483 0,0367 0,0018 0,0018
2 0,0478 0,0421 0,002 0,0023
4 0,0476 0,0448 0,0021 0,0023
6 0,0475 0,0456 0,0022 0,0023
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Three different approaches :

• Controlling the past : principles

• Controlling the future : forecasts

• Controlling the present : combining the
two
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Principles :
• Focused efforts

e.g. marketing, investment

• Freedom of action
e.g. gaming incentives, packages

• Careful husbandry of resources
e.g. marketing budgets, floor space

“Knowledge, Will, Power” - Marshal Foch



Preamble no.2 :
SUCCESSFUL 

COMPANIES
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Creating    new products               :

• The personal computer : Apple brings IT into the 
home

• The smartcard : international and universal mode 
of payment

• The Post-it : repositionable note

• The Rank Xerox photocopier and xerography

• Varilux lenses : progressive optics



New way of seeing a product

• Swatch watches

• Montblanc pens

• Afflelou glasses

• Club Méditerranée holiday resorts

• Nouvelles Frontières package holidays
• …



Devising and conducting marketing 
campaigns

• Single-product TV advertising : Boursin cheese

• The permanence of change : Banania

• Naf-Naf’s wacky idea of the “big, bad look”

• The aggressiveness of Orangina’s “shake me”
• Guy Degrenne,  the clever dunce

• …



The importance of individuals

• Steve Jobs & Steve Wozniak
Invent the Apple 1 & 2 computers in a garage
How can we make computer technology
accessible  to everyone?

• Arthur Fry
Research scientist at 3M, remembers a low-tack 
adhesive invented by a colleague
How can I make an adhesive yet repositionable
note?



The importance of individuals

• Chester Carlson
The former physicist who invented the photocopier -
How can I design a machine that will copy plans and 
documents quickly and efficiently?

• Akio Morita
The keen golfer and music lover who invented the
Walkman
How can I play golf and listen to music at the same time 
without disturbing fellow players?



Examples    … (+++) & (- - - )         :

• The Megabucks WAP concept (+++)
• The Video Slots (+++)
• The Wheel of Fortune (+++)

…

The comfort / quality of seats
vs in Cars / Movie Theatres  (- - - )

The VIP treatment in European High Rollers Slot Areas
Average Sqm/Slot & Quality of Drinks - Snacks

Information on the Games & Speed of Techn. Assistance
& Service around the Parking Facilities …



Preamble no.3 :
STRATEGIES 

DOOMED TO FAILURE
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FAILING 
STRATEGIES  & 
UNEXPECTED 

DEFEATS !
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• Lack of reasoning
(no knowledge)

Battle of Crécy 1870 - 1871

• Lack of determination
(no will)

France’s attitude towards Germany
1919 - 1939

• Lack of resources
(no power)

Invasion of Poland, 1939



America’s failure in Vietnam 
(1969)

• Why ?
– Same strategy as in 39-45 : maximum power + 

sophisticated technology (helicopters, 
computers, etc.)

– They didn’t take account of the fact that this was 
a new type of ideological and revolutionary 
warfare - a people’s war



What about your strategy ?

– Their firepower didn’t have any targets

– New type of ideological and revolutionary warfare -
a people’s war

– Same strategy as in 39-45

– They failed to learn the lessons of Indochina

– As the Americans had never been defeated, it didn’t 
occur to them that the Vietcong might put up a fight

– Blinded by their illusions, the Americans were 
incapable of revising their strategy



Going beyond
strategic thinking :
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MODIFYING THE 
VALUE CHAIN

MODIFYING THE MODIFYING THE 
VALUE CHAINVALUE CHAIN
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De-integration

It’s better to specialize
than to integrate
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How to make a profit

♣♣ Start Start specializingspecializing -- that waythat way,, you will you will 
dominatedominate one of one of the the links in links in the the new new 

value chain.value chain.

““Off the top of your head, do you Off the top of your head, do you 
think you could specialize? And if think you could specialize? And if 

so, how ?so, how ?””



Customer Frame Payback Jack-
pots Clubs

Customer € 0.20 € 0.50 € 1 € 2

Progressive Jackpots
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CUSTOMER 
MODELS
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Profit flight
Once upon a time, all your customers were 
profitable. But today, a sizeable number of 
them no longer are - or never were in the

first place.
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Illustration : the banking sector

• Analyzing the profitability of individual 
customers can be quite an eye-opener :

−Sometimes as few as 30% of customers may 
be responsible for 130% of profits.

−30% of customers are only just profitable

−The remaining 40% generate losses 
equivalent to 30% of operating profits.



• Accordingly, some banks now 
discourage their most unprofitable 
customers by charging commissions on 
services ranging from savings accounts 
to writing cheques
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Illustration : the banking sector



A B C



THE ESSENTIALS

• Persistent methodology

• Consistent implementation

• The time factor

• Strategic questioning



“Chronological” logic

Recalcitrant Prospect            Customer   Loyal

--- -- - =   =         +        ++    ++  +++
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Protecting
the weakest link…

… and taking a stance
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Not just taking a 
stance…

… but defending that 
stance
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CONCLUSION
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Thank you

Eric Bidault
think1do@aol.com
+33 (0)1 53 57 37 37
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